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1. Session 1: 5/20/22, 1:00 – 3:00pm EDT

2. Session 2: 5/27/22, 1:00 – 3:00pm EDT

*3. Session 3: 6/3/22, 1:00 – 3:00pm EDT

Scaling CBE Elements Faculty Workshop:

Handouts for the Workshop is available at the Project Website:

https://ate.is/Scaling_CBE

https://ate.is/Scaling_CBE


1. Types of learning objects

2. Building learning objects for instructional materials

3. Software to capture pictures & video (Snagit & Camtasia Recorder)

4. Software used to build learning objects (PPT & Camtasia)

5. Deploy objects through an LMS

Quick Review of Session 2:





1. Terra State CC had an interest in this project

2. Terra won a regional grant that required students get a certification

3. Rockwell ControlLogix Maintainer Certification

4. Formative assessments with feedback used to prepare students

5. 26 PLCII students this semester.  The certification was required

6. First 17 students passed the certification on the 1st or 2nd try

Example of Improving a Technical Course:



1. Value of using a Learning Management System

2. More info on Learning Object Development

3. What is a virtual machine (VM)?

4. Using the VM to  access proprietary software

5. Software to build simulations

6. Using simulations to develop troubleshooting skills

7. Future project activities

Workshop Session 3 Topics:



1. No more grading of tests; Let the LMS grade them

2. No more making copies of handouts; Post them in the LMS

3. Correspondence with student(s) is logged in the LMS

4. Syllabus is stored in the LMS, with possibly Faculty BIOs

5. All learning activities are stored in the LMS

6. State a communication plan in the Syllabus 

7. Lab Safety sheets can be stored in the LMS

Life is easier if you use an LMS:



1. Videos need Closed Caption to be ADA compliant

* YouTube editor is easiest to update captions

* Some colleges use closed captioning services: 3Play Media

2. Some students have visual impairment (also ADA issue)

* These students may need to use a screen reader

* Each graphic should have Alt Text added to it

* Screen reader will read the Alt Text to the user

More information on Learning Objects:



A virtual machine is a virtual computer that is housed on a server in the 

Information Technology area, with the purpose of allowing the students to get 

remote access to software that is licensed to the college, such as PLC, CAD, 

CAM and Automation Studio simulations. 

1. Each student that is registered for a tech course will be issued a VM

2. The base machine is 8GB of RAM, 2.5GHz & 126GB Storage Space

3. The college licensed software is loaded into the student VMs

4. Students can access their VM remotely, 24/7

5. Initial investment $60K for 100 VMs (2016), now $60K for 300 VMs

What is a Virtual Machine?



Student Virtual Machine
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CAM Lab on campus

Student Computer 
at Home

Student’s Virtual Machine

College Firewall

Internet

Wireless Router (Home)

The content of the virtual machine will have all of 
the same functionality as being in the CAM Lab



PLC Lab on campus

Student Computer 
at Home

Student’s Virtual Machine

College Firewall

Internet

Wireless Router (Home)

The content of the virtual machine will have all of 
the same functionality as being in the PLC Lab

Virtual PLC Simulator





Virtual Simulations do not replace hands-on skills development, but it can 

really complement the hands-on by accelerating the understanding of a 

technology or circuits. 

1. Labs should be created for student learning in a virtual simulation

2. The virtual simulation should align with the hands-on activities

3. The virtual simulation should be housed in the student’s virtual machine

4. Students can access their VM and virtual simulations remotely, 24/7

5. Assess the learning process within the virtual simulation

Interactive Virtual Simulations
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Electrical I, Lab 15



Electrical I, Lab 15, Part 2 Circuit

Student connect the circuit 

on the AC/DC training unit, 

then test the circuit with a 

digital multimeter



Electrical I, Lab 15, Part 2 Circuit

Circuit created in 
Automation Studio 
within the student 

virtual machine

Circuit the student’s 
will connect on the 

Festo AC/DC 
training unit



Same Circuit in Automation Studio



Same Circuit in Automation Studio



Circuit in Automation Studio with Fault Switch



Automation Studio by Famic, in Quebec

Simulations can 
be created by 
Instructor for 
students to 

experience and 
learn from, or

Instructor could 
create videos 

using one 
package for 

student 
learning



Automation Studio by Famic, in Quebec

Pictures of the lab hardware can be added on the 
simulation to better explain a circuit to a student



More Complex Circuit on the AC/DC Training Units



PLC Lab on campus

Student Computer 
at Home

Student’s Virtual Machine

College Firewall

Internet

Wireless Router (Home)

The content of the virtual machine will have all of 
the same functionality as being in the PLC Lab

Virtual PLC Simulator



Hardware Simulator Virtual Simulator

The Virtual PLC Simulator created to replicate the
functionality of the SLC-500 training unit.



Hardware Simulator Virtual Simulator

The Virtual PLC Simulator created to replicate the
functionality of the CompactLogix training unit.



Virtual Simulator Customized Virtual Simulator

The Virtual PLC Simulator, enhanced with Factory Talk View Studio, which will 
allow the unit to communicate with the Studio 5000 Emulator with 

FactoryTalk Linx.  This will allow students to run their programs on the 
simulator that were created in Studio 5000



Having a CompactLogix program running in the Studio 5000 Emulator, control a 
pneumatic circuit in Automation Studio, using OPC communications between the 
applications.  Both Automation Studio and the Rockwell Software are in the same 

Virtual Machine.



Virtual Simulator

Some Information about the Simulation Engine

*The Engine was built in C# (C-Sharp) Programming Language

*DEMO mode to show students how a program will work.  All 
21 PLC I labs are embedded, then can be opened for students 
to view the program in the lab exercise.

*RUN mode connects the virtual simulator to the 500 
Emulator through the OPC connectivity to RSLinx.  Students 
can run their programs on the simulator that they create in 
RSLogix500.

*The Engine uses OPC technology to communicate with RSLinx

*The Virtual Simulator is licensed through Creative Commons,
and can be downloaded from Skillscommons.org.



Virtual Simulator

How the Virtual PLC Simulator works in RUN mode

PLC Processor
Emulator

Runs PLC Program

The Virtual PLC
Simulator Engine

(written in C#)

Data Communication
With OPC Technology

The Emulate500
Driver in RSLinx



Simulation in Automation Studio for basic electrical course.  Multi-
meter or clamp-on ammeter can be used for testing the circuit.



Simulation in Automation Studio for basic pneumatic 
circuit operation and troubleshooting



Simulation in Automation Studio electrical
controlled hydraulic circuit



Simulation in Automation Studio for basic pneumatic 
circuit controlled by an electrical circuit



Simulation in Automation Studio for basic pneumatic 
circuit controlled by a PLC circuit



Visual objects created in PowerPoint of the simulation 
circuit, used to create test questions or illustrations



Simulation in Automation Studio of a motor branch circuit. 
Students see how the control circuit and power circuit works.

Fault switch is used to open a power line for student troubleshooting.



Simulation in Automation Studio for VFD operation.  This simulation is
using an AB PowerFlex 525.  Students see how changing the frequency

changes the motor speed, output voltage and power consumption.



Simulation in Automation Studio for VFD operation.  This simulation is
using an AB PowerFlex 525.  Students see how changing the external

potentiometer, changes the output frequency of the drive.



Simulation in Automation Studio of an electrical circuit, controlling a pneumatic 
circuit.  Faults are inserted for student troubleshooting.  This slide show a virtual

pressure gauge, and a multi-meter used to troubleshoot the pneumatic and 
electrical circuits where faults can be inserted from the fault switches.



Simulation in Automation Studio of an electrical circuit, controlling a pneumatic 
circuit.  Faults are inserted for student troubleshooting.  This document is for the 
Instructor to reference what fault is inserted.  All components and lines can have 

a fault inserted by the instructor, and assigned to a fault switch.



Future Scaling CBE Elements Project Activities:

1. More faculty workshops throughout the year

2. Specialized workshops: Using Automation Studio

3. Technical Course Conversion process training

4. Networked Improvement Community activity: Theme: Ways to

implement troubleshooting skills development into curriculum



Questions for the Workshop Participants:

1. What types of future training would you attend if offered?

* Automation Studio, Building Assessments?

2. Have you identified a possible change in one of your courses due 

to attending this workshop?



If you are interested in applying any of the 

elements into courses at your college, please 

email me and I will setup a time to do a Zoom 

session, to help you build a development and 

implementation plan.



The End of the Presentation

Please email the presenter with 
Any questions you may have, as

well as any feedback on the session
(twylie@northweststate.edu)


